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A B S T R A C T 

Galaxy morphology in atomic hydrogen (H I ) and in the ultraviolet (UV) are closely linked. This has moti v ated their combined use 
to quantify morphology o v er the full H I disc for both H I and UV imaging. We apply galaxy morphometrics: concentration, asym- 
metry, gini, M 20 and multimode-intensity-deviation statistics to the first moment-0 maps of the WALLABY Surv e y of galaxies 
in the hydra cluster centre. Taking advantage of this new H I surv e y, we apply the same morphometrics o v er the full H I extent on 

archi v al GALEX FUV and NUV data to explore how well H I truncated, extended ultraviolet disc (XUV) and other morphological 
phenomena can be captured using pipeline WALLABY data products. Extended H I and UV discs can be identified relatively 

straightforward from their respective concentration. Combined with WALLABY H I , even the shallowest GALEX data are 
sufficient to identify XUV discs. Our second goal is to isolate galaxies undergoing ram-pressure stripping in the H I morphometric 
space. We employ four different machine learning techniques, a decision tree, a k-nearest neighbour, a support-vector machine, 
and a random forest. Up to 80 per cent precision and recall are possible with the random forest giving the most robust results. 

Key words: galaxies: disc – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: statistics – galaxies: 
structure. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

n principle, the appearance of galaxies is a direct result of the
rocesses that formed and shaped them. Turning their appearance
nto a qualified value, while accounting for viewing angle is a long-
tanding undertaking in observational extragalactic astronomy. 

While most morphology quantifications focus on the stellar com-
onent of galaxies, a very information-rich view of gas-rich galaxies
 E-mail: benne.holwerda@gmail.com 

e
 

b  

Pub
s the 21-cm line emission of neutral h ydrogen (H I ). This g as spans
ost often a larger disc than the stars, and it is considered more

ensitive to early interaction (e.g. Hibbard et al. 2001 ). There is an
ctive interest in the outskirts of spiral galaxy discs because they are
he sites of the most recent, readily observable acquisition of gas for
hese systems (e.g. Sancisi et al. 2008 ) and lo w-le vel star formation
e.g. Dong et al. 2008 ; Koribalski & L ́opez-S ́anchez 2009 ; Bigiel
t al. 2010 ; Alberts et al. 2011 ; L ́opez-S ́anchez et al. 2015 ; Watson
t al. 2016 ). 

This lo w-le v el star formation was first disco v ered in H α emission
y Ferguson et al. ( 1998 ) and Leli ̀evre & Roy ( 2000 ) and later
© 2023 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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n GALEX ultraviolet (UV) imaging as extended ultraviolet (XUV) 
iscs (Thilker et al. 2005a , b , 2007 ; Gil de Paz et al. 2005 , 2007 ;
aritsky & Christlein 2007 ; Lemonias et al. 2011 ; Koribalski 2017 ;
eurer 2017 ). These XUV disc comple x es are generally ∼100 Myr

ld, which explains why most lack H α (Alberts et al. 2011 ). UV knots
n interactions may be an exception (L ́opez-S ́anchez et al. 2015 ). A
ifferent explanation, i.e. a top-light initial mass function (IMF), as 
roposed by Meurer et al. ( 2009 ), Koda et al. ( 2015 ), Bruzzese et al.
 2015 ), and Watts et al. ( 2018 ), remains a possibility, but the IMF
s stochastically sampled. The metallicities of these comple x es, as
erived from emission lines, are subsolar, in the range of 0.1–1 Z �
il de Paz et al. ( 2007 ), Bresolin et al. ( 2009 ), Werk et al. ( 2010 ),

nd L ́opez-S ́anchez et al. ( 2015 ). 
It was noted early by several authors that the atomic hydrogen 

s observed by the 21-cm fine structure line and the UV structure
eem closely related. That the H I disc that extends well beyond the
ptical disc of spiral galaxies has been known for a long time (e.g.
osma 1978 ; Begeman 1989 ; Meurer et al. 1996 ; Meurer, Stav ele y-
mith & Killeen 1998 ; Swaters et al. 2002 ; Noordermeer et al. 2005 ;
oomsma et al. 2008 ; de Blok et al. 2008 ; Walter et al. 2008 ; Elson,
e Blok & Kraan-Korteweg 2011 ; Heald et al. 2011b , a ; Zschaechner
t al. 2011 ) but only recently the close correlation with UV structure
ro v e a direct comparison (cf. de Paz et al. 2008 ; Lemonias et al.
011 ). 
A lopsided appearance of the outer H I disc (Jog & Combes

009 ; van Eymeren et al. 2011a , b ) or an asymmetry (Giese et al.
016 ; Reynolds et al. 2020 ) can have a myriad of internal or
xternal processes responsible for it: accretion along cosmic web 
laments (Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2005 ), minor satellite accretion 
Zaritsky & Rix 1997 ), tidal interactions (Jog & Combes 2009 ;
oribalski & L ́opez-S ́anchez 2009 ), ram-pressure stripping (RPS; 
oore & Gottesman 1998 ; Hess et al. 2022 ), and sloshing within

he dark matter halo (Stinson et al. 2009 ). The anecdotal similarity
nd the potential common origin of gas accretion is what dro v e the
se of morphometrics on combined data sets (Holwerda et al. 2011b ;
olwerda, Pirzkal & Heiner 2012 ). 
Parametrization of H I disc appearance is different from stellar 

arametrization because the H I disc is based on line emission and
herefore has a lower dynamic range. The area co v ered by the disc
s larger, but the spatial resolution is typically an order of magnitude
ower due to the much larger H I beam (or Point Spread Function). 

A good companion data set is typically GALEX UV [far-UV 

FUV) and near-UV (NUV)] because the spatial sampling is often 
imilar to H I scales, and H I and the UV from newly formed young
tars are related in distribution (Thilker et al. 2005a ; Gil de Paz
t al. 2005 ) and possibly linked through mutual formation processes
Heiner, V ́azquez-Semadeni & Ballesteros-Paredes 2014 ; L ́opez- 
 ́anchez et al. 2018 ). The main benefit of using both H I and UV

maging information is that UV images are inherently very clumpy 
n appearance. It becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish which 
V source is a star-forming region belonging to the disc and which

s a background source. By using the H I outer contour, the extent of
he UV disc can be identified more reliably (e.g. the discussion on
utermost H II regions in Hunter et al. 2018 ). 
In this paper, we apply the galaxy morphometrics originally 

eveloped for stellar discs, which were applied with some success 
n H I data in the past (Holwerda et al. 2011a , b , c , d , e ; Holwerda
t al. 2012 ; Giese et al. 2016 ; Reynolds et al. 2020 ) but on often
eterogeneous data. For example, Giese et al. ( 2016 ) pointed out that
hese depend strongly on the signal-to-noise ratio (s/n) of each object, 
omplicating their use across surv e ys or with varying s/n. The optimal
pplication is therefore within a single surv e y although careful 
omparisons can successfully be made between instrument setups 
f different surv e ys (Re ynolds et al. 2020 ). We use the STATMORPH

mplementation of these morphometrics (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 
019 ). 
Starting with the early Widefield ASKAP L-band Le gac y All-sk y

lind surveY (WALLABY) data (Serra et al. (Serra et al. 2015b ;
lagali et al. 2019 ; For et al. 2019 ; Kleiner et al. 2019 ; Lee-Waddell
t al. 2019 ; Reynolds et al. 2019 ; Koribalski et al. 2020 ), we apply the
mage morphometrics on H I and GALEX FUV data to explore their
tility in identifying disturbed H I discs, H I deficient or truncated
iscs, and extended UV discs. This paper is organized as follows:
ection 2 describes the early WALLABY Australian SKA Pathfinder 
ASKAP) and GALEX data products used; Section 3 describes the 
orphometrics employed on both H I and GALEX imaging; Section 4

escribes the results for morphometrics to identify extended and ram- 
ressure stripped discs; Section 5 describes the H I morphometrics 
f ram-pressure galaxies; Section 6 describes the machine learning 
ML) applied to the H I morphometric space to identify RPS galaxies;
nd Section 7 briefly discusses all of our results and a future outline
f their potential use in WALLABY surv e y proper. Throughout, we
se the Planck (2015) cosmology (H 0 = 67.74 km/s/Mpc, �0 = 

.3075, Planck Collaboration 2016 ). 

 WA LLA BY  SURV EY  

he WALLABY (Koribalski et al. 2020 ) is one of several key
urv e ys that will soon begin on the ASKAP (Johnston et al. 2008 ,
007 ; Johnston 2007 ; Johnston, Feain & Gupta 2009 ; Hotan et al.
014 , 2021 ; McConnell et al. 2016 ; Koribalski 2022 ), which is an
maging radio telescope located at the Murchison Radio-astronomy 
bservatory in Western Australia. The aim of WALLABY is to 
se the powerful wide-field phased-array technology of ASKAP to 
bserve a large fraction of the whole sky in the 21-cm line of H I

t 30-arcsec angular resolution, which will yield information for 
undreds of thousands of external galaxies in the local Universe. 
Science goals include an understanding of the role of stellar 

nd black hole feedback, gas accretion, and galaxy interactions 
n galaxy evolution. Currently, the WALLABY Pilot Surv e y ob-
ervations co v ered three 60 de g 2 fields, of which the hydra field
s one. The Pilot surv e y is allowing the team to develop, deploy,
nd commission its pipeline processing, data verification, and post- 
rocessing algorithms, as well as measure the properties of hundreds 
f galaxies, including their distance, neutral hydrogen mass, and total 
ass. 

.1 Hydra cluster field 

he hydra field was observed with ASKAP as part of the WALLABY
ilot Surv e y. The first and second internal data releases (hydra TR1
nd TR2) are available in the sense that the original data cubes
roduced by the ASKAP pipeline are available to team members 
n the CSIRO data archive CSIRO ASKAP Science Data Archive 
CASDA). In addition, WALLABY has run its own SOFIA software 
Serra et al. 2015a ; Westmeier et al. 2021 ) to produce source
atalogues and source images/spectra for the team to work on. The
ALLABY team internal data release co v ers a subre gion of the core

f the hydra cluster in a region of the cube that is relatively clean
rom artefacts (Reynolds et al. 2021 ; Wang et al. 2021 ). The region
o v ers the RA range of approximately 10:32:00 to 10:45:00 and
he declination range of approximately −30:20:00 to −24:40:00, 
orresponding to about 5.5 × 3.5 degrees on the sky or roughly
ne-third of the eventual full hydra field (Fig. 1 ). The redshift range
MNRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. The moment-0 map of the central part of the hydra cluster with 
H I detections outlined in blue (set to 10 Jy/beam ×Hz in the moment-0). The 
location of the two GALEX fields are outlined in green. The full TR2 co v erage 
extends to either side. 
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1 A term first coined here Davenport ( 2015 ). The term ‘morphometrics’ 
originates from biology to describe animal appearance in quantitative form, 
e.g. ‘length of fins’ or how far the eyes are set apart. 
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onsidered here co v ers cz = 500–15000 km s −1 ( z < 0.05), roughly
alf of the Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)-free band available
o WALLABY. 

In order to reduce the impact of residual continuum emission on
he source finding, the positions of all NRAO VLA Sk y Surv e y
NVSS; Condon et al. 1998 ) sources with a flux density in excess of
50 mJy were manually flagged in the form of a box of size 11 × 11
ixels centred on the pixel containing each NVSS position. 
The great benefit for calculating morphometrics in this field is that

he galaxies are all at comparable distances and the observations all
robe similar spatial scales. 

.2 SOFIA source finding 

 I detections done with SOFIA (Serra et al. 2015a ; Westmeier et al.
021 ) were linked across a spatial and spectral radius of 2 with
 minimum size requirement for a reliable source of 8 spatial
ixels and 5 spectral channels. SOFIA ’s reliability filter was then
pplied to remo v e all detections with a reliability below 0.6, using a
aussian kernel density estimator of size 0.3 times the covariance.
NRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
ll remaining sources were then parametrized, assuming a restoring
eam size of 30 arcsec for all integrated flux measurements. 

The resulting detections were inspected by eye to remo v e ob vious
rtefacts that were unlikely to be genuine H I sources. Many of these
rtefacts are related to inadequate flagging of the upper-left and
ower-left corner beams of the mosaic that have strayed into the region
onsidered here. After manual removal of artefacts, 272 detections
emain. This data set was released internally to the WALLABY team
s hydra TR2. 

We use the internal moment-0 maps (total line intensity across
requencies associated with the galaxy) produced (Fig. 1 ), the 3D
ask cube, and the SOFIA source catalog. These formed the basis

or a segmentation image, an image denoting which pixels belong
o an object in the catalog. We replaced non-zero pixels in the mask
ube, collapsed on the frequency axis, with the source identification
n the SOFIA catalog to be used as the segmentation image input
n STATMORPH (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 , see Section 3 ). To
ompute the morphometrics, we use the moment-0 and the collapsed
ask cutouts from SOFIA , not the full mosaic out of memory
anagement considerations. 

.3 GALEX obser v ations of hydra 

wo fields were observed for the original All Sky Imaging Surv e ys
ith the GALEX telescope in both the FUV and NUV channels (1350-
750 and 1750-2800 Å, respectively) with 210s exposures (Fig. 2 ).
verlap with the WALLABY central FOV is good but not all the H I

etections are co v ered by UV observations (30 out of 272). While
3 galaxies have non-zero morphometrics, only 30 galaxies o v erlap
ith GALEX data; the remainder is the result of morphometrics
n the empty sky contribution. STATMORPH runs on a segmentation
ap; in this case, the H I one will measure morphometrics where

o source flux is present. Some SWIFT observations exist but only
o v er a single galaxy in the H I field and thus were not used. 

 M O R P H O M E T R I C  C ATA L O G S  

n observational approach to characterizing galaxy appearances is
non-parametric’ or morphometric parameters. In essence, several
uthors and groups have tried to come up with parameters that can
e applied to images that do not depend too much on resolution
r a preconceived idea about the shape of the profile. These non-
arametric or ‘morphometric’ parameters 1 can then be used as
uantities to classify galaxies along the Hubble Tuning fork or to
dentify mergers in a population of galaxies. 

The morphometric parameters considered here are concentration,
symmetry, and smoothness (CAS) from Conselice ( 2003 ), M 20 and
ini from Lotz, Primack & Madau ( 2004 ), and the MID parameters

rom Peth et al. ( 2016 ) and Rodriguez-Gomez et al. ( 2019 ). We use
he STATMORPH package described in Rodriguez-Gomez et al. ( 2019 )
o compute the morphometrics. We utilize a Gaussian smoothing
ernel with a 1 pixel full width at half-maximum (6 arcsec) for
oth H I and UV implementations of STATMORPH . This choice is not
ritical for the work here as this input smoothing kernel is only used
or the S ́ersic profile fit in STATMORPH , the index of which we do not
se here. Both H I and UV profiles are typically not well described
ith a S ́ersic profile (cf. Leroy et al. 2008 ; Bigiel, Leroy & Walter

art/stad602_f1.eps
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Figure 2. The FUV filter GALEX observations of the hydra cluster. H I detections are marked in blue (contour at 10 Jy/beam ×Hz in the moment-0 map). There 
is an o v erlap of 30 H I detections in the GALEX fields with associated GALEX morphometrics. The bright FUV source in the second field is a foreground galactic 
star. 
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2 The Petrosian radius is one of several definitions to automatically assign a 
size and aperture to inherently fuzzy galaxies. For a comprehensive treatment 
on them, see Graham et al. ( 2005 ) and Graham & Driver ( 2005 ). 
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011 ; Wang et al. 2014 ; Swaters et al. 2002 , and Reynolds et al. in
reparation for result of H I radial profiles). 
In many cases, these morphometrics still require inputs other than 

he image. The rele v ant input parameters are the central position of
he galaxy ( x c , y c ), and a definition of the area o v er which these
arameters are computed, the segmentation of the image (i.e. which 
ixels belong to the object of interest). These two measurements, 
he centre of the object and which parts of the image belong to it,
re often obtained from source extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ; 
olwerda 2005 ). 
Here, the segmentation map was generated from the the SOFIA 3D 

ask and the central positions were computed by STATMORPH . By
sing the H I map for the segmentation, the granular nature of the
UV/NUV imaging can be accounted for and the o v erse gmentation
f the UV image can be a v oided. The use of the H I contour ef fecti vely
solates distant galaxies from Galactic stellar sources. F ore ground 
alactic stars are less of a consideration (cf. Fig. 2 ). 

.1 Concentration-Asymmetry-Smoothness morphometrics 

AS refers to the now commonly used CAS space (Conselice 2003 )
or morphological analysis of distant galaxies. Concentration of the 
ight, symmetry around the centre, and smoothness as an indication 
f substructure. 
Concentration is defined by Bershady, Jangren & Conselice ( 2000 ) 

s: 

 = 5 log ( r 80 /r 20 ) (1) 

ith r f as the radius containing percentage f of the light of the galaxy
see definitions of r f in Bertin & Arnouts ( 1996 ), Holwerda ( 2005 )].
n the optical, typical values for the concentration index are C = 2–3
or discs, C > 3.5 for massive ellipticals, while peculiars span the
ntire range (Conselice 2003 ). 

The asymmetry is defined as the level of point - (or rotational-),
ymmetry around the centre of the galaxy (Abraham et al. 1994 ;
onselice 2003 ): 

 = 

� i,j | I ( i, j ) − I 180 ( i, j ) | 
� i,j | I ( i, j ) | − A bgr , (2) 

here I ( i , j ) is the value of the pixel at the position [ i , j ] in the
mage and I 180 ( i , j ) is the pixel at position [ i , j ] in the galaxy’s image;
ater, it was rotated 180 ◦ around the centre of the galaxy. In the
TATMORPH implementation, the asymmetry is calculated in the inner 
.5 Petrosian 2 radii (tyical size of the stellar disc), the background
symmetry is subtracted, and A is minimized by moving the centre
f rotation. This is a different implementation than used in Holwerda
t al. ( 2012 ). Note that asymmetry maximum value is 2 (all pixels
ff-centre) and can be ne gativ e if the background asymmetry value
s large. We note that we do not subtract a background when using
he moment-0 H I maps as these are extracted from the field using
he 3D source mask. 

The fact that this smoothness has another input parameter in 
he form of the size of the smoothing kernel makes it highly
tunable’, meaning one gets out exactly what was optimized for. 
t is very difficult to reliably compare between catalogs or even
mplementations. For this reason, ‘smoothness’ is not considered 
urther here. 

.2 Gini and M 20 

braham, van den Bergh & Nair ( 2003 ) and Lotz et al. ( 2004 )
ntroduce the Gini parameter to quantify the distribution of flux o v er
he pixels in an image. They use the following definition: 

 = 

1 

Ī n ( n − 1) 
� i (2 i − n − 1) I i , (3) 
MNRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
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Figure 3. The H I morphometrics corner plot. Concentration, asymmetry, Gini, and M20 together with the ellipticity computed by STATMORPH with the H I 

mass from WALLABY. 
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 i is the value of pixel i in an ordered list of the pixels, n is the number
f pixels in the image, and Ī is the mean pixel value in the image.
his is the computationally least e xpensiv e implementation where
ot the entire mosaic has to be loaded. 
The Gini parameter is an indication of equality in a distribution

initially an economic indicator Gini 1912 ; Yitzhaki 1991 ), with G
 0 the perfect equality (all pix els hav e the same fraction of the flux)

nd G = 1 perfect inequality (all the intensity is in a single pixel).
ts behaviour is therefore in between that of a structural measure and
oncentration. Gini appears quite sturdy as it does not require the
entre of the object to be computed. It remains relatively unchanged,
ven when the object is lensed (Florian, Li & Gladders 2016 ), and it is
opular for this reason. Ho we ver, it depends strongly on the image’s
NRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
ignal to noise (Lisker 2008 ). In essence, noise can add pixels with
o fraction of the flux in them, artificially increasing the Gini value.
Lotz et al. ( 2004 ) also introduced a way to parametrize the extent

f the light in a galaxy image. They define the spatial second-order
oment as the product of the intensity with the square of the projected

istance to the centre of the galaxy. This gives more weight to
mission further out in the disc. It is sensitive to substructures such as
piral arms and star-forming regions but insensitive to whether these
re distributed symmetrically or not. The second-order moment of a
ixel i is defined as: 

 i = I i × [( x − x c ) 
2 + ( y − y c ) 

2 ] , (4) 
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Figure 4. The MID morphometrics compared against the concentration-asymmetry-Gini- M 20 of the H I morphometrics computed by STATMORPH with the H I 

mass from WALLABY. 
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here [ x , y ] is the position of a pixel with intensity value I i in the
mage and [ x c , y c ] is the central pixel position of the galaxy in the
mage. 

The total second-order moment of the image is given by: 

 tot = � i M i = �I i [( x i − x c ) 
2 + ( y i − y c ) 

2 ] . (5) 

Lotz et al. ( 2004 ) use the relative contribution of the brightest
0 per cent of the pixels to the second-order moment as a measure
f disturbance of a galaxy after sorting the list of pixels by intensity
 I i ): 

 20 = log 

(
� i M i 

M tot 

)
, for � i I i < 0 . 2 I tot . (6) 

he M 20 parameter is sensitive to bright regions in the outskirts of
iscs and higher values can be expected in galaxy images (in the
ptical and UV) with star-forming outer regions as well as those
mages of strongly interacting discs. 

.3 Multimode-intensity-deviation morphometrics 

he multimode-intensity-deviation (MID) morphometrics (Freeman 
t al. 2013 ; Peth et al. 2016 ) were introduced as an alternative
o the Gini-M20 and CAS morphometrics to be more sensitive to
ecent mergers. Ho we ver, these ne w morphometrics have not been
ested as e xtensiv ely as the Gini-M20 and CAS statistics, especially
sing hydrodynamic simulations (Lotz et al. 2008 , 2010 , 2011 ;
ignone et al. 2017 ); see also the discussion in the implementation in

TATMORPH (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 ). In the case of H I data,
one of the morphometrics have been e xtensiv ely tested and are to
e viewed as purely phenomenological. 
MNRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
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Figure 5. The concentration values for H I and FUV for the o v erlap in 
samples. Extended H I and UV discs potentially stand out by their high 
concentration value. The dashed lines are the criteria for extended sources 
from Holwerda et al. ( 2012 ). 

Table 1. The galaxies with high concentration values in FUV (Fig. 5 ) and 
NUV with their asymmetry and M 20 values. These are potential XUV discs 
in the hydra cluster. Asteriks indicates a candidate XUV discs based on the 
asymmetry and M 20 values. 

FUV 

cat id C FUV A FUV M 20, FUV C HI 

J100720-262426 2.23 −3.27 −0.65 2.07 ∗
J101035-254920 3.02 −0.13 −1.31 1.62 
J101359-253824 2.44 −0.15 −0.87 2.40 ∗
J101434-274133 3.31 0.11 −1.40 1.86 
J101945-272719 3.05 0.26 −1.04 2.27 ∗
J102207-282201 2.47 −0.61 −1.04 2.04 ∗
J102413-284853 2.21 −0.21 −0.84 1.99 
J102600-280334 3.76 0.18 −0.73 2.12 ∗
J102605-280710 2.25 −1.92 −0.79 1.81 

NUV 

cat id C NUV A NUV M 20, NUV C HI 

J100720-262426 2.21 −2.91 −0.79 2.07 
J101035-254920 2.83 0.03 −1.25 1.62 
J101359-253824 3.11 −0.04 −1.32 2.27 
J101434-274133 2.06 −0.05 −0.86 1.99 
J101945-272719 2.25 −1.28 −0.65 1.81 

Table 2. The galaxies with high-concentration values in H I (Fig. 5 ) but with 
no FUV or NUV counterpart. These are extended H I discs that may hold 
XUV discs in the hydra cluster. 

cat id C HI A M 20 

J100539-282633 2.47 0.40 −1.29 
J100634-295615 2.52 0.36 −1.52 
J102341-291347 2.45 0.39 −1.42 
J102416-284343 2.41 0.46 −1.56 
J103015-270743 2.55 0.39 −1.63 
J103420-264728 3.02 0.41 −1.82 
J103543-255954 2.49 0.63 −1.28 
J103603-245430 2.43 0.32 −1.61 
J103818-285023 2.71 0.35 −1.62 
J103853-274100 2.80 0.63 −1.48 
J103902-291255 2.43 0.30 −1.50 
J103915-301757 2.53 0.21 −1.09 
J104339-285157 2.76 0.24 −1.59 
J104442-290119 2.89 0.39 −1.61 
J104447-270553 2.42 0.43 −1.48 
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We explore them here because the UV morphology tends to be
uch more ‘clumpy’ than the optical one, and by using the H I outer

ontour, one can still consider such galaxies as a single object. The
ID morphometrics were developed to identify mergers by distinct

ores, not se gre gated by the segmentation, and may prove useful. 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we discuss the two morphometric catalogs computed
sing the WALLABY H I data and the WALLABY and GALEX data
ombined. 

.1 H I morphometrics 

ig. 3 shows the distribution of the most commonly used morpho-
etrics for the H I moment-0 map. There is a good range of values,

espite the much lower dynamical range typically present in H I maps.
he concentration values for H I are clustered around a value of 2.
here is a full range of asymmetry values. Asymmetry is calculated
ith the inclusion of a background component by STATMORPH , but
one is included here since the values in the moment-0 map not
elonging to an object are set to zero. There are also reasonably
igh values for the Gini and M 20 parameters, indicating a fair
mount of substructure resolved by the WALLABY observations.
oncentration and M 20 are anticorrelated to some degree as can be
xpected because M 20 upweighs pixels far from the centre. The range
f ellipticity values indicates a wide distribution of viewing angles
n the H I discs of these galaxies. These ellipticity values are based
n second-order moments and not ellipse fitting of the H I cube. The
 I morphometrics show a wide range in value. The only parameters

hat show a narrow range are concentration and Gini, which both can
e attributed to the lower dynamic range of the moment-0 maps. 

.2 MID H I morphometrics 

he MID morphometrics for the H I moment-0 maps are compared to
he more traditional C-A-G- M 20 in Fig. 4 . Morphometrics were never
eant to be an orthogonal parameter space, but these MID morpho-
etrics may probe slightly different phenomena. Deviation and M 20 

re clearly correlated and multimode and intensity may be weakly
orrelated with M 20 as well. Both multimode and intensity values
re pre-dominantly close to 0, but there are notable outliers. These
ID morphometrics, which are sensitive to substructure within an

bject, may pro v e to be useful for H I and UV science in addition to
he other, original morphometrics developed for optical morphology.

.3 Truncated and extended H I discs 

olwerda et al. ( 2011e ) noted that H I computed concentration may
e linked to H I stripping and truncation. Fig. 5 shows that relatively
ew galaxies in the o v erlap sample e xhibit the low values of H I

oncentration ( C < 1.5) associated with truncated H I discs. In the
ptical, the typical exponential disc value is C = 2 − 3, a spheroidal
alaxy much higher. 

We view these low-concentration H I discs as possibly truncated,
imilar to those observed by Chung et al. ( 2009 ) for the Virgo
luster at slightly higher spatial resolution (15 arcsec) with the
LA. Holwerda et al. ( 2011e ) found in the VIVA data that low-

oncentration H I discs are more likely truncated. 
Conversely, high values of concentration could be an indication of

n extended H I or FUV disc. Fig. 5 shows high values for mutually
 xclusiv e subsamples (listed in Tables 1 and 2 ). 
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Figure 6. The distribution of NUV and FUV morphometric parameters for the objects with UV observations. There is NUV/FUV information on 30 objects 
(63 with catalog entries). Those with, e.g. A = 0, are the result of morphometrics on fix ed pix el values of the area outside the FOV; they encode the H I shape. 
The colour bar is the stellar mass of these galaxies. 
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.4 FUV morphometrics 

ig. 6 shows the corner plot for both FUV and NUV galaxies. Some
f the objects included have unphysical values (e.g. A = 0) and are
ikely included despite no flux in the H I contour. In general, the
UV/FUV catalog is much smaller than the H I catalog (30 objects

n the GALEX fields with 63 with non-zero GALEX morphometric 
alues and 272 H I morphometric values), calculated for all the 
bjects in GALEX footprint. 

.5 XUV disc candidates 

olwerda et al. ( 2012 ) noted that the H I outer contour is a good
ay to compute the UV morphology as it clearly delineates which 
V clumps of emission belong to a disc galaxy and which do not.
ig. 7 shows the FUV M 20 and asymmetry values with concentration
olour-coded. If we use the M 20 − A criterion from Holwerda et al.
 2012 ), very few objects in the hydra cluster fall under the XUV
lassification. Ho we ver, the implementation of asymmetry differs 
rom Holwerda et al. ( 2012 ). This emphasizes our point that for
ach surv e y, wav elength, and implementation, new criteria will
eed to be calibrated to identify objects of interest. Low values
f asymmetry and M 20 with high-concentration values will be the 
andidates for XUV discs. Holwerda et al. ( 2012 ) noted that the
raction identified and specific criteria used to identify XUV discs 
epends on both H I and UV depth and H I resolution (e.g. WHISPS
ersus THINGS resolution). Based on this initial identification, 5/32 
alaxies ( ∼15 per cent, see Table 1 ) in the hydra cluster have an
MNRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
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Figure 7. The asymmetry and M 20 parameters from STATMORPH in the GALEX FUV and NUV channels with concentration colour-coded. The criterion identified 
by Holwerda et al. ( 2012 ) as potentially useful to identify XUV discs is marked with green dashed lines. In between these lines were the known XUV discs 
identified in their WHISPS/ GALEX catalogs. Galaxies with high values of concentration, lo w v alues of asymmetry, and M 20 are good candidates for XUV discs. 
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UV disc, a substantial reduction (factor 5–6) compared to the field
Lemonias et al. 2011 ; Moffett et al. 2012 ). 

Fig. 8 shows a few examples of FUV images of high FUV
oncentration with the WALLABY H I contour. It highlights how
xtended FUV sources can be found through computed apertures, but
uter disc flux contributions will be missed without the H I contour
efinition. Even with the most shallow GALEX observations typically
vailable (AIP 200 s) and greater distances than the resolved galaxies
f THINGS and WHISP (Holwerda et al. 2012 ), one can identify
xtended UV discs through their morphometrics. 

 RAM-PRESSURE  STRIPPING  

ang et al. ( 2021 ) present estimates of the RPS that H I galaxies in
he hydra cluster are undergoing based on the same data. They use
 holistic approach to classify galaxies as undergoing RPS using H I

ppearance, kinematics, and stellar-mass surface density. They flag
alaxies undergoing RPS and candidate galaxies for undergoing RPS
RSP-r1). Figs 9 and 10 show the H I morphometric feature space
ith the RPS flag and candidate RPS flag (RPS-r1) indicated. 
Both flags would be of interest for ML as one could use morphol-

gy to identify RPS without inspection or one could flag candidate
PS galaxies. In the H I morphometrics (Figs 9 and 10 ), the two
opulations are well-mixed, spanning the full ranges of values. It
ay well be that in the full feature space or a subset thereof, the two
ay well be separable. With no immediate clear separation in this

arameter space, ML techniques developed to identify separation
ith a single hyperplane or a limited set of choices potentially could.

 M AC H I N E  L E A R N I N G  CLASSIFICATION  O F  

PS  F RO M  H  I M O R P H O M E T R I C S  

ith a substantial feature space in the H I morphology and no
mmediate intuition on where RPS galaxies should lie within this
pace, we attempted to use the H I morphometric features to classify
he RPS flags of Wang et al. ( 2021 ) using different ML classifier from
KLEARN (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ). The goal is to identify which H I

orphometric parameters are best in pre-selecting RPS, what cuts
n that space could lead to RPS candidates being identified in the
emaining WALLABY surv e y, and how well ML can identify RPS
n the H I feature space. 

Because the non-RPS galaxies outnumber the RPS galaxies in the
ydra catalogs, we balance the data using SMOTE in the IMBLEARN
NRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
ackage, which supplements the SKLEARN one for ML. The sample
s normalized (whitened) using SKLEARN ’s standard scaler. The
ample is then split 80–20 per cent randomly for training and testing
espectively (400/100 instances after SMOTE ). This is a smaller
ample than typical in ML applications. Our aim, ho we ver, is to
 v aluate the future applicability of the H I morphometrics feature
pace to identify RPS. 

We apply a decision tree, k-nearest neighbour, a support-vector
achine, and a random forest classifier to estimate how well one can

istinguish RPS galaxies in the H I morphometric space. We calculate
he accuracy (fraction of correct classifications), the precision (the
raction of true positiv es o v er true ne gativ es), the recall (the fraction
f true positives of total positives), and the F1 = (precision × recall)
 (precision + recall). Before SMOTE to rebalance the data, the F1
cores were poor for all ML algorithms that follow. 

.1 Decision tree 

 decision tree classifier is a series of criteria in feature space that
ltimately split the training sample according to the labels provided.
e split our hydra sample into 80 per cent training and 20 per cent test

fter SMOTE rebalancing. We trained on classifying either the RPS
ag or the candidate RPS flag (RPS-r1) from Wang et al. ( 2021 ). 

.2 H I morphometrics decision tree 

e tried two decision trees, one for the RPS flag and one for the can-
idate RPS flag (RPS-r1). Both went to o v er a dozen forks indepth.
very permutation of the H I morphometric feature space yielded
 result (accuracy, precision, recall, and F1) with the test sample.
hese are summarized in Table 3 , showing the accuracy (combined
recision for positive and negative), precision (the fraction of selected
ositives correctly identified), recall (the fraction of positives cor-
ectly identified), and F1 ( = precision × recall / precision + recall)
etrics for each decision tree. Precision and recall are low for all

rees, with Gini-R50 performing best for the RPS flag ( f RPS ) and the
-A-G-M20 space for the candidate RPS flag ( f r 1, RPS ). 
At present best, the H I morphometric feature space can identify

bout 80 per cent of the galaxies undergoing RPS (as identified by
ang et al. 2021 ). Similar to what we found in Holwerda et al.

 2011e ), there are multiple processes influencing the H I appearance
nd perhaps this feature space cannot do much better. Ho we ver, the
ample is still small compared to typical ML applications. 
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Figure 8. Examples of GALEX FUV cutouts with the H I contour o v erlaid. These are reliable XUV detections with high UV values of concentration. The 
top examples could have been detected using an optical isophote but lower examples show the benefit of an H I contour (10 Jy/beam ×Hz). J103924-275442 
(top-left), J103749-270715 (top-right), J104059-270456 (bottom-left), and J103702-273359 (bottom-right). 
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.3 K-nearest neighbour (KNN) on H I morphometrics 

-nearest neighbour classifies using the N-nearest neighbours in the 
eature space. Table 4 shows the metrics for the RPS flag in different
 I morphometrics with N = 3. Performance is similar or poorer than

he decision trees; the precision is typically worse, the recall better, 
esulting in comparable F1 metrics. KNN classifiers works best in 
oherent, homogeneous, and isometric areas within the feature space. 
f the labels are sharply split in the feature space, this approach has
ess applicability. 

.4 Support vector machine on H I morphometrics 

upport vector machine (SVM) is an ML algorithm optimized to 
isentangle labelled populations within a feature space. The SVM 

lgorithm is to find a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space, where 
 is the number of features, which distinctly classifies the data 
oints according to their labels (in this case RPS or not). We use
he SKLEARN implementation of SVM to try to classify using the H I

orphometrics. 
The main hyperparameters regulating SVMs are the regularization 

arameter C reg and the choice and tuning of a convolution kernel. We
pt for ‘sigmoid’ k ernel, the def ault, and a ‘polynomial’ one, and plot
he metrics as a function of the regularization parameter in Fig. 11 .

ost combinations of feature space perform optimally around C ∼
. The metrics for C reg = 5 and the ‘sigmoid’ kernel for each different
eature set are listed in Table 5 and 6 . While the accuracy initially
ooks reasonably promising, both precision and recall leave much to 
e desired (neither realistically top 75 per cent). We note that the H I

orphometrics catalog is still small for ML applications with 272 
otal entries and 148 with RPS classifications, and there is room for
uture impro v ements with larger samples. 

Changing to a different kernel (from sigmoid to polynomial) does 
ot impro v e performance. 
MNRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
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Figure 9. The C-A-G-M20-ellipticity H I morphometric feature space with the RPS flag from Wang et al. ( 2021 ) marked with the colour: red galaxies are 
undergoing RPS. 
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.5 Random forest 

 random forests is an ensemble ML method for classification that
orks by constructing a multiple decision trees at training time into

n ensemble (trees combined into a forest). For classification, the
utput of the random forest is the class selected by most trees. It
as the benefit of more robustness and less sensitivity to outliers in
he training set. For our catalog classification, this is the final option
efore one resorts to classifications with the images as inputs with,
.g. convolutional neural networks, etc. 

Table 7 shows the performance of the random forest for different
hoices of the parameter space. It performs quite well with rebal-
ncing the training data. Similar results on classification based on
hese morphometrics for simulated JWST images came to a similar
NRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
onclusion that morphometrics and a random forest are well paired
Rose in preparation). 

 C O N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S  

he initial quality of the hydra cluster WALLABY field is already
nough to produce reliable morphology maps from the moment-0
intensity) maps. We combined the H I information with GALEX
maging for 30 out of the 272 galaxies in the field. In this way, the
 I information allows one to define the complete disc of galaxies,
seful to identify which UV sources should be considered part of
he galaxy and which are background sources (cf. the discussion of
utermost H II regions in Hunter et al. 2018 ). 
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Figure 10. The M-I-D-ell H I morphometric feature space with the RPS flag from Wang et al. ( 2021 ) marked with the colour: red galaxies are undergoing RPS. 

Table 3. The accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 metrics of the decision tree 
based on different feature choices to identify the unresolved and resolved 
RPS flags from Wang et al. ( 2021 ). 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

f RPS 

HI C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.80 0.71 0.89 0.39 
HI C-A-G-M20 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.43 
HI MID-R50 0.80 0.73 0.82 0.39 

f r 1, RPS 

HI C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.42 
HI C-A-G-M20 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.40 
HI MID-R50 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.41 

Table 4. The accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 metrics of the kNN based 
on different feature choices to identify the unresolved and resolved RPS 
flags from Wang et al. ( 2021 ). 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

f RPS 

HI C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.76 0.65 1.00 0.39 
HI C-A-G-M20 0.81 0.72 0.93 0.41 
HI M-I-D-R50 0.74 0.64 0.93 0.38 

f r 1, RPS 

HI C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.80 0.75 0.92 0.41 
HI C-A-G-M20 0.69 0.67 0.84 0.37 
HI M-I-D-R50 0.74 0.74 0.80 0.38 
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Figure 11. The metrics (precision, recall, and F1) as a function of the regularization parameter C reg of the SVM for three instances of the feature space: 
CA GM20MIDR50, CA GM20, and MIDR50 for the r1-RPS flag from Wang et al. ( 2021 ). SVM performs poorly in separating RPS from non-RPS galaxies with 
every configuration of the feature space and regularization parameter C reg . 

Table 5. The SVM performance for different subsets of the feature space 
with fixed C reg = 5. F 1 = 2 × (Recall × Precision) / (Recall + Precision) is 
the weighted average of precision and recall. 

Features Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
f RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.74 0.66 0.86 0.37 
C-A-G-M20 0.74 0.67 0.80 0.36 
M-I-D-R50 0.64 0.56 0.89 0.34 

f r 1, RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.61 0.63 0.66 0.32 
C-A-G-M20 0.60 0.63 0.64 0.32 
M-I-D-R50 0.49 0.62 0.16 0.13 

Table 6. The SVM performance for different subsets of the feature space 
with fixed C reg = 5 and a polynomial kernel convolution. 

features Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
f RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.52 0.48 1.00 0.32 
C-A-G-M20 0.51 0.47 1.00 0.32 
M-I-D-R50 0.51 0.47 1.00 0.32 

f r 1, RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.52 0.73 0.16 0.13 
C-A-G-M20 0.56 0.55 0.94 0.35 
M-I-D-R50 0.52 0.73 0.16 0.13 

Table 7. The random forest performance for different subsets of the feature 
space. 

features Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
f RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.84 0.74 0.98 0.42 
C-A-G-M20 0.86 0.79 0.93 0.43 
M-I-D-R50 0.71 0.62 0.91 0.37 

f r 1, RPS 

C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50 0.78 0.78 0.84 0.40 
C-A-G-M20 0.74 0.72 0.84 0.39 
M-I-D-R50 0.77 0.78 0.80 0.40 
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The fraction of XUV discs in the Universe is a potential constraint
n how many disc galaxies are still accreting gas to their outskirts and
ow many are not. The outermost disc remains an excellent edge-
ase for star formation in low-density ISM (Watson et al. 2016 ), a
otential way to rejuvenate spheroidal galaxies (Moffett et al. 2012 ),
NRAS 521, 1502–1517 (2023) 
nd for tracing the chemical enrichment of disc galaxies (L ́opez-
 ́anchez et al. 2015 ). 
Structural searches for XUV galaxy discs by Thilker et al. ( 2007 )

nd Lemonias et al. ( 2011 ) find that some 20–30 per cent of spirals
ave an XUV disc and 40 per cent of S0s (Moffett et al. 2012 ),
aking this type of disc common but not typical for spiral and S0

alaxies. This is based mostly on local Universe data and on visual
nspection (see also Thilker 2016 ) or a comparison with Spitzer radial
rofiles in deep imaging (Bouquin et al. 2015 , 2018 ; Bouquin &
e Paz 2016 ). Ho we ver, with WALLABY and GALEX information
ombined, FUV morphometrics within the H I contour poses a viable
ay to identify these XUV discs (5/32, 15 per cent). The fraction of
UV discs is lower than in the field, typically ∼40 per cent. The pre-

equisites are ASKAP H I and GALEX FUV imaging, where even the
hallowest GALEX exposures are sufficient thanks to the accurate
elineation using the outer H I contour using ASKAP. 
We computed the morphometrics o v er the moment-0 maps for all

72 galaxies in the hydra TR2 catalog to act as the feature space
o explore. A cluster population of galaxies at comparable distances
ith similar signal-to-noise limits on the observations is an ideal

ample. 
RPS is considered a principal avenue for galaxy transformation,

n addition to tidal interactions, especially in dense environments.
dentifying galaxies that are potentially undergoing RPS is there-
ore a moti v ator for H I (morphological) studies. We compare our
orphometric feature space to the RPS labels from Wang et al.

 2021 ) and find that ML classifiers – decision trees, SVMs, K-nearest
eighbour, random forest – do not fully separate RPS galaxies in H I

orphometric space yet. Decision trees are impractically deep and
he SVM struggle with precision but this problem is slightly better
ith kNN and Random Forest (RF). On the whole, the performance

s middling (e.g. ∼0.6 accuracy, precision, and recall for SVM) to
airly decent ( ∼0.8 for the RF and kNN). On the whole, it points that
easonably good performance (80 per cent precision and recall) is
ossible for populations and acceptable performance for individual
alaxies, i.e. a ML algorithm, can give a probability it is undergoing
am pressure stripping) with a larger training set. 

The feature space of H I morphometrics used is either the full
C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50), the first (C-A-G-M20), or second half
M-I-D-R50) of that space. No clear benefit of one grouping o v er the
ther in ML performance can be identified With the H I morphometric
pace and rather simple ML tools, one can identify populations of
alaxies that are undergoing RPS reasonably well (precision and
ecall of ∼80 per cent). This may be useful to construct samples
or further inspection but the performance is not yet good enough
o reliably infer fractions of galaxies undergoing RPS throughout
 surv e y without further checks. One of our original goals was to

art/stad602_f11.eps
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Figure 12. The classification matrices for the full H I feature space (C-A-G-M20-M-I-D-R50) and the r1-RPS flag from Wang et al. ( 2021 ) for the decistion 
tree, kNN, SVM, and RF. 
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scertain whether this H I morphometric parameter space is good 
nough to aid in the identification of RPS galaxies. This appears to
e feasible. Both larger test samples and possible direct use of the
 I maps as input may impro v e results in the future. 

(i) The morphometrics can be deri ved, e ven with the marginally 
esolved sources typical for WALLABY (Fig. 3 ). 

(ii) They are a reasonably parameter space to identify galaxies 
hat may be undergoing ram pressure (Fig. 3 . 

(iii) Using an H I contour for GALEX nearby galaxy data is a good
egmentation choice (Fig. 8 ). 

(iv) If the whole morphometric space is needed or a subset is
iable is not yet clear (Table 3 – 7 ). 
(v) A random forest is the best algorithm to classify based on 

he morphometric space. This has been found on JWST morphology 
apers as well independently. This saves substantial time/effort com- 
ared to convolutional neural networks, etc. (Fig. 12 and Table 7 ). 

For the full WALLABY survey (Koribalski et al. 2020 ), one could
pply these to all the solidly detected and partially resolved (e.g. 
–4 beams across) objects to create a parameter space for ML to
dentify populations such as galaxies undergoing RPS or gravitational 
nteractions. 
i
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